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E-Bikes Climb in Popularity
By Pete Olson

E-Bike Classes
E-bikes are divided into three
classes, which are used in state
laws and local regulations:
With class 1, the motor engages
only when you pedal, and stops
assisting at 20 miles per hour.
Class 2 also limits motor-assist to
20 mph, but includes a purely
throttle-powered mode.
Class 3, like class 1, is pedalassisted only, but assistance
continues until up to 28 mph.

E-Biking is a timely topic as it is taking off in popularity and because
Wisconsin laws have just been updated to reflect modern e-bikes.
The nationwide increase in e-bike sales in 2018 was 79 percent,
while the numbers sold in 2018 were just 10 percent of all bikes,
Bicycle Retailer and Industry News sees that as potentially rising to
30 percent. Western European countries have been quicker to adopt
e-bikes; for example, in the Netherlands, e-bikes account for 40
percent of bike unit sales.
There are a range of model types similar to non-motorized bikes
such as comfort bikes, commuters, performance road bikes, gravel
bikes, mountain bikes, cargo bikes, and fat bikes. Commonly, motors
on entry level bikes are located at the rear hub and higher end
models have a mid-placement for the motor at the bottom bracket
(where the pedal crank arms attach). All bikes have a battery that
mounts on the bike and there may be additional features such as
integrated lights or racks. It is beyond the scope of this article to
describe the advantages of the model types and engine
configuration, but local bike shops are sources of information and
there are independent review websites available.
Governor Evers signed a bipartisan bill in November 2019 that
updated Wisconsin’s e-bike laws. According to the Wisconsin Bike
Federation, the following are key points of the bill:

E-Bike Regulations

1). The law designates three categories of electric bicycles based on
the type of motor and assistance it provides to the rider

E-Bike regulations vary by state.
Neither Minnesota or Michigan
allow class 3 bikes on bike paths
or linear trails, at least by default.

2). The law specifies that riders under the age of 16 cannot ride a
Class 3 electric bicycle that allows the motor to assist riders up to 28
miles per hour

Peopleforbikes.org gives e-bike
regulations by state.
For specific trails, you should
check in advance for local
regulations and local bike shops
should be good sources of
information.
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3). The law requires manufacturers to permanently affix a label that
provides the classification of the bicycle’s motor, and
4). The law ensures that electric bicycles are regulated and treated in
the same manner as human-powered bicycles, except that local
municipalities or the Department of Natural Resources may prohibit
the use of electric bicycles on a bike path under its jurisdiction.
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E-Bikes Climb in Popularity (continued)
So all three classes of e-bikes are legal to ride on roads, bike lanes,
and bike and multi-use paths unless local jurisdictions have
prohibited them. They are also legal on most DNR “linear trails” such
as rails to trails. The DNR trails do have a 15 mph speed limit for ebikes. The picture is much more complex for off-road single-track
trails and is impossible to generalize. This is particularly complicated
due to the number of agencies involved such as county, state, and national

Maintenance Tip

forests, county, state, and national parks, and trails on private land. My
understanding is the Chequamegon Area Mountain Bike Association does
not currently allow e-bikes on their trails, including Mount Ashwabay.

Chain care!

Local e-bike sales have also been up over the last two years. Phil Smith,

Replace your chain every

Manager of Howl Adventure Center in Bayfield, said he has been surprised

2,000 miles. Your chain

that e-bikes have been 25% of their sales since opening in August 2018. He

will stretch over time with

also said that their strongest selling model is an all-surface (up to gravel

use and wear, slowly

roads and non-technical trails) commuter. Washburn Hardware has not

wearing down your

previously sold e-bikes but Nate Swiston indicated they will have availability

cassette, freewheel, or

through a new supplier in 2020. Bay City City Cycles in Ashland saw e-bike

chainring along with it.

sales pick up in 2019 accounting for 12% of sales. Their most popular
model type has been cruiser style city bikes. Alex Faber of Bay City added,
“The greatest interest in our e-bikes thus far has been from former cyclists
who through either aging, injury, or other debilitating factor, have found it
difficult or impossible to ride a traditional bicycle. It's greatly extended the
ability of some people to ride a bike, and the thrill of seeing somebody
return to something they love is like no other.”

Prevent wear to the rest of

So the advantages of e-bikes are helping people of varying fitness do social

your drivetrain by

rides and use a bike instead of a car for errands or commuting. E-bikes are

replacing your chain

very useful if you routinely have to climb steep hills or carry heavy loads on

approximately every 2,000

your bike. A recent study (summarized in this Outside Online article: https://

miles. Wear will vary

www.outsideonline.com/2393399/biking-cognitive-benefits-study) found

based on conditions,

pedal-assisted e-biking to give similar health and cognitive benefits as non-

riding style, lubricant, and

motorized biking. The major disadvantage is cost. High quality e-bikes sold

more. But 2,000 miles is a

in bike shops for first time buyers tend to be in the $1500 to $2500 range. I

good rule of thumb.

do not own an e-bike, but I have had the opportunity to ride them and my
impression is they are really fun.
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